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28.10.2015 - The front side of the daughterboard features some control hardware and spring contacts for the. LTE antenna. ... speaker box.. Front-facing ... 
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Nexus 6P Teardown Teardown of the Nexus 6P performed on October 28, 2015.



Written By: Geoff Wacker
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Nexus 6P Teardown



INTRODUCTION The cream of the season's Android crop is here—it's Google's own showstopping phablet, the Nexus 6P. In an historical first, this device comes to us via Chinese manufacturer Huawei—and since we've never had a Huawei offering on the teardown table, we're excited to get cracking! Will the cream rise to the top of the repairability bottle—or will the Nexus 6P give us sour milk face? Let's find out. There's more teardown on tap—follow along on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter for all the disassembly shenanigans! [video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mj5UyVHnpS0]



TOOLS: iOpener (1) iFixit Opening Picks set of 6 (1) Curved Razor Blade (1) iSclack (1) Phillips #00 Screwdriver (1) Spudger (1) Plastic Cards (1) Tweezers (1)
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Step 1 — Nexus 6P Teardown







Now that we've (un)wrapped up the opening act, it's time for the main event! Here's what Google has to say about its latest Android flagship: 



Qualcomm Snapdragon 810 v2.1, 2.0 GHz octa-core 64-bit processor with Adreno 430 GPU







12.3 MP/4K rear-facing camera with laser-assisted autofocus and electronic image stabilization, 8 MP front-facing camera







5.7” WQHD 2560 × 1440 (518 ppi) AMOLED display







3 GB LPDDR4 RAM with 32 GB, 64 GB, or 128 GB of internal storage







USB Type-C Port







Nexus Imprint fingerprint reader and Android Sensor Hub







Android 6.0 Marshmallow
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Step 2







The all-metal, aeronautical-grade anodized aluminum chassis is another first for a Nexus device.







We're fairly certain that the 6P isn't designed to function as a ramp for your Tech Deck. 







The raised camera mesa is apparently Huawei's strategy for squeezing a 4K camera into the new phone. Or, like us, they could just be obsessed with mesas.



Coming in for a closer look, we see that the glass lens cover slopes to a smooth curve at either end. Fancy!
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Step 3







Compared with its fraternal twin, the Nexus 5X (top), the 6P shines through with its Wide Quad HD AMOLED display.







Just for fun, we also line up the 6P next to ye olde Nexus 6. With its nearly identical footprint, you get triple bonus points if you can tell which is which!



 The 6P is slimmer, at 7.3 mm, versus 10.06 mm on the Nexus 6. It also shaves off 6 grams, coming in at 178 g. (For comparison, the iPhone 6s Plus tips the scales at 192 g.)



 For those who were wondering, yes, it doubles as an external battery pack. So when your 5X runs low on juice, just grab your 6P and a umbilical USB-C cable and you'll be good to go! 



No word yet on what happens if you umbilical two 6Ps that are both at 50% power. We assume they'll both charge to 100%. Perpetual power, solved.
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Step 4







Like the Nexus 6, there are no visible screws on the rear cover. Unlike the Nexus 6, this is a unibody device, so there won't be any handy peel-off rear cover.







The 6P's smooth enclosure is broken only by this small, suspicious plastic panel at the bottom. Let's pile a hot iOpener on it and see what's inside.







With enough heat, the panel is easily pried and peeled off, exposing four screws.



 Including one covered with a tamper evident seal. If this is your first visit to iFixit, check out our Repair Manifesto to see what we think about things like that.
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Step 5







Getting to the screws under the plastic cover wasn't too hard, but signs now point to screws under the camera mesa cover too...







The panel in question is made of tight-fitting, easily shattered, glass. Removing this won't be any fun at all.



 We were pleasantly surprised by the easy opening procedure and minimal adhesive of the 5X. We had hoped this trend would include the 6P—it seems that in the Nexus family, blood doesn't run as thick as glue.



 The ultra-tight fit renders our plastic tools useless—we resort to a curved razor blade, safety glasses, and prayers. 



Several frustrating minutes later, we are able to deploy the iSclack, and pop the phone out of its rear enclosure.
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Step 6







With the initial adhesive adventures behind us, the 6P has finally come out of its shell. 



Unlike other phones we've seen lately, there's no discrete display assembly or easily removed rear cover here. Instead, the 6P's internals come out of the rear case in one mega-sized component assembly, leaving only the NFC antenna behind.



 This isn't a good sign for the 6P's repairability—in fact, it reminds us of our harrowing experience with the HTC One M7. 



On the bright side, it looks like a daughterboard interconnect cable is all that stands between us and the battery!
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Step 7







The battery is a monster—and, it's fiercely glued in. But at least we didn't have to dig too far to get here.







This super-sized, 3.82 V, 13.18 Wh lithium-poly cell weighs in at a rated capacity of 3450 mAh.



 For those of you keeping score, this powerhouse is rated at 230 mAh more than the cell we found in the original Nexus 6 and 700 mAh more than the battery in the iPhone 6s Plus.
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Step 8







Next up, we pull out one of the smallest daughterboards we've ever seen. It's only a little more than a simple USB-C board.



 After that harrowing opening procedure, it's nice to see one repairability win in the 6P vs 5X comparison: a USB port mounted on a small and inexpensive daughterboard, rather than soldered onto the motherboard. 



The front side of the daughterboard features some control hardware and spring contacts for the LTE antenna...







...And on the back we spy one of the 6P's three noise canceling microphones and a couple more contacts, for the vibrating motor and speaker.
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Step 9







We continue our sleuthing along the bottom of the phone and come across what appears to be a speaker box.



 Front-facing speakers are becoming a bit of a trademark for Google, and were found in last year's Nexus 9 and the Nexus 6. 







We suspect Google's motive for including these front-facing speakers is simple enough: people prefer speakers that face them.



Of course that says nothing about how it actually sounds. We'll have to wait until we put our 6P back together to give it a listen.
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Step 10







Next to fly free is the headphone jack, which we find encased in a little rubber sleeve. Hmmm. 



While we've been watching carefully for signs of life waterproofing, this small sleeve alone doesn't indicate whether Google might be preparing for rising tides.







Moving along, we pull out the front-facing (i.e. selfie) camera. This 8 MP, ƒ/2.4 camera is up 3 MP from its counterpart on the 5X, but still maintains the same 1.4 micron pixel size.







We snap a few photos of our new-found peripheral friends and head for the core.
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Step 11







Most of the peripherals are out of the way, allowing us to focus on the motherboard—glue-free and topped off with a glob of bubblegum thermal paste, just the way we like it.







Well, this is awkward. Although the front-facing camera didn't put up much of a fight, it appears the main camera is soldered in place.
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Step 12







. . . Or not!







While you do have to remove the motherboard to access the main camera, it turns out that only the camera bracket is soldered to the board. The camera itself is easily disconnected and removed.



 This 12.3 MP camera features the same Sony IMX377 image sensor and ƒ/2.0 lens as found in the 5X, but thanks to the boost in processing power from the Snapdragon 810, the 6P can take advantage of an EIS (electronic image stabilization) algorithm, and shoot slow-mo video at up to 240 fps.
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Step 13







Spudger ready, we turn our attention to the square Nexus Imprint sensor.



 Wait. Square? Wasn't this thing round when we first saw it? 



It turns out this version of the Imprint sensor is quite different from the one we found in the 5X. The circular profile of this fingerprint reader is solely due to the round hole in the 6P's rear case.



 Perhaps Huawei is planning to use this very fingerprint reader in one of their other phones. Handy.
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Step 14 
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We smell chips! With the motherboard free and the EMI shielding pulled away, it's time for a look at the silicon: 



Micron MT53B384M64D4NK-062 3 GB LPDDR4 RAM, layered over Qualcomm Snapdragon 810 v2.1, 2.0 GHz octa-core 64-bit CPU







Samsung KLMBG4GEND-B031 32 GB eMMC 5.0 NAND Flash







Qualcomm PMI8994 Power Management IC (found in many 2015 Android smartphones including the Nexus 5X)







Qualcomm SMB1351 Quick Charge IC (Likely an iteration of SMB1358 found in the Nexus 5X)







Qualcomm QFE1100 Envelope Tracking IC







ST Microelectronics STM32F411CE 32-bit 100 MHz ARM Cortex-M4 RISC microcontroller







Maxim Integrated MAX98925 Audio Amplifier
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Step 15 
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The back of the motherboard is brimming with even more control hardware: 



Broadcom BCM4358 5G WiFi 802.11ac Client







Qualcomm PM8994 Power Management IC (as seen in the Nexus 5X and HTC One M9)







NXP PN548 NFC Controller







Qualcomm WCD9330 Audio Codec







Qualcomm WTR3925 RF Transceiver







RF Microdevices RF1891 Antenna Switch Module







Skyworks 77814-11 power amplifier module for LTE
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Nexus 6P Teardown



Step 16







Nexus 6P Repairability Score: 2 out of 10 (10 is easiest to repair) 



Solid external construction improves durability.







Once the arduous opening procedure is complete, the battery is immediately accessible.







It's very difficult—although not impossible—to open the device without damaging the glass camera cover. Because of the unibody design, this makes every component extremely difficult to replace.







The display assembly cannot be replaced without tunneling through the entire phone. This makes one of the most common repairs, a damaged screen, difficult to accomplish.







Tough adhesive holds the rear cover panels and battery in place.



This document was last generated on 2017-06-19 06:15:05 AM.
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Nexus 6P Teardown 

18.06.2017 - unsere erschÃ¼tternde Erfahrung mit dem HTC One M7.. Auf der hellen Seite, es sieht aus wie ein Daughterboard Verbindungskabel ist alles, ...
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Nexus 6P Teardown 

22.06.2017 - Nexus 6P Teardown. Es ist schwierig, Huawei Nexus 6P zu zerlegen. Wanna Google Nexus 6P DIY Teardown zu tun? Tun Sie es mit uns im ...
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Nexus 6P Teardown 

28 oct. 2015 - Qualcomm Snapdragon 810 v2.1, 2.0 GHz octa-core procesador de 64 bits con Adreno 430. GPU.. 12.3 MP / 4K
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Nexus 4 Teardown 

29.06.2017 - Google wÃ¤hlte LG als Design-Partner die neueste Nexus Telefon herzustellen. ... Anstatt die SIM - Karte unter dem Akku-eine gÃ¤ngige Praxis in ...
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Samsung Galaxy Nexus Teardown 

Chipworks, dieses Zweichip-. GehÃ¤use beherbergt eine MCU und einen PN544 NFC-Controller.. Silicon Image 9244 MHL Sender.. SiRF SiRFstarIV GSD4t ...
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Nexus 4 Teardown 

16 nov. 2012 - Vamos a ver lo que hay dentro de cuatro Número.. 4,7 "1280 x 768 píxeles de pantalla táctil LCD con IPS..
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Nexus 5X Teardown 

18.06.2017 - Google behauptet Impressum einen Fingerabdruck erkennen kann , in nur 600 ms -quick genug , um die Sperre Bildschirm vollstÃ¤ndig zu ...
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Nexus 7 Teardown 

05.11.2016 - AuÃŸenseite des Nexus 7 liegen auf ihrem unteren Rand. Leider Port-. Junkies, Micro-USB und 3,5-mm-. Audio sind die einzigen Gateways.
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Nexus 6 Teardown 

16.06.2017 - einfache Jane-Kondensatoren, Spannungsregler umgeben, und einen USB-Anschluss.. Auf der anderen Seite, in einem Meer von Lot und ...
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Nexus 9 Teardown 

20.06.2017 - Schritt 2. Auch wenn das Nexus 9 wird von Google vertrieben werden, in Wirklichkeit ist es ein HTC hergestellte Tablette (kein Zweifel, mit viel ...
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Nexus S Teardown 

18.06.2017 - UnterstÃ¼tzung und ein Super - AMOLED - Contour - Anzeige.. Technische Daten:. 1 GHz ARM Cortex-A8 Hummingbird Multimedia ...
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Nexus 9 Teardown 

3 nov. 2014 - procesador de doble núcleo de 64 bits NVIDIA Tegra K1 funcionando a 2,3 GHz, se combina con una de 192 núc
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Nexus 7 segunda generación Teardown 

26 jul. 2013 - Sin siquiera permitir nuestro tiempo spudgers se enfríe, ansiosamente paloma en las profundas, oscuras ..
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Nexus 6P placa hija / Carga de reemplazo puerto 

El panel de cristal trasero se rompió fácilmente y el adhesivo debajo es feroz. Así que tenga cuidado para levantar esta
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Nexus 5 Teardown 

4 nov. 2013 - características:. 4.95 pantalla "Full HD de 1920x1080 a 445ppi.. Quad-core, 2,26 GHz Snapdragon procesador
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5MR16LED30MV25-6P 

6 nov. 2018 - LAMPARAS. FICHA TÉCNICA. Modelo(s). 5MR16LED30MV25-6P. Material de la carcaza. Plástico. Terminado. Blanco
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Nexus 5 Teardown 

20.06.2017 - Quad-Core, 2,26 GHz Snapdragon Prozessor 800 und 450 MHz Adreno 330 GPU.. 2 GB RAM.. 8 MP / 1080p-Kamera hinten mit optischer ...
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Nexus 6P Camra trasera y delantera de la cÃ¡mara y Toma de 

Esta guÃa de reemplazo muestra cÃ³mo desmontar la cÃ¡mara Huawei Nexus 6P y la toma de audio. Mientras que las piezas r
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Nexus Guide 

Zu den gemeinsamen TÃ¤tigkeiten des Nexus Integrationsteams gehÃ¶ren zum Beispiel Coaching, Beratung sowie das Aufzeigen von AbhÃ¤ngigkeiten und Problemen zwischen den Teams. Es kÃ¶nnte auch Aufgaben aus dem Product Backlog bearbeiten. SÃ¤mtliche Int
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Guia Nexus 

Nexus (n): Unidad de desarrollo (en Scaled Professional Scrum, “Scrum Escalable”) ... es complejo y la integración de es
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Nexus 6 

Su cuerpo con contorno de aluminio se ajusta perfectamente a la palma de la mano y es fácil ... La pantalla de 6 pulgada
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nexus postmoderne mythenbilder vexierbilder 

Save As PDF Ebook nexus postmoderne mythenbilder vexierbilder zwischen spiel und erkenntnis mit einem kommentar zu christoph ransmayrs die letzte today.
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Nexus desmontaje 5X 

21 oct. 2015 - procesador de 64 bits a 1,8 GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 808 de seis núcleos con Adreno 418. GPU y concentrado
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Nexus reemplazo 4 Motherboard 

Esta guía detalla cómo retirar la placa base de su Nexus 4. HERRAMIENTAS: Phillips # 00 Destornillador (1). iFixit herra
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